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Mon 03 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 KMFM Breakfast

The KMFM Breakfast Show with Garry and Laura.

10:00 The Lucy Show

The wacky misadventures of a forever scheming woman, her reluctant best friend, and her cantankerous boss.

10:30 The Mickey Rooney Show

The misadventures of an eager but somewhat bumbling young actor who gets a job as a page at a television studio in Hollywood while trying to break into show business.

11:00 Beverly Hillbillies

A hillbilly family moves to Beverly Hills and shakes up the privileged society.

11:30 Annie Oakley

Set in a western town, Diablo, Annie and her little brother Tagg, with the help of Deputy Sheriff Lofty Craig, made sure that outlaws who moseyed into town kept on going.

12:00 The Great Rupert

A little squirrel with lots of charm accidentally helps two poor, down-but-NOT-out families overcome their obstacles.

13:45 KMTV Lunchtime News

Your lunchtime news made just for Kent.

14:00 The Great Dan Patch

Story of the legendary trotting horse Dan Patch.

16:00 Annie Oakley

Set in a western town, Diablo, Annie and her little brother Tagg, with the help of Deputy Sheriff Lofty Craig, made sure that outlaws who moseyed into town kept on going.

16:30 Bonanza

The American Western series set in the 1860s about the wealthy Cartwright family, who live in Nevada near Lake Tahoe. Starring Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts and Michael Landon.

17:30 Kent Tonight

Local News, Sport and Weather made just for Kent.

18:30 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

19:00 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

19:30 My Little Margie

Margie get her father, Vern, into trouble especially with his boss Mr. Honeywell due to her crazy schemes. The plans often involve Charlie and Mrs. Odetts.

20:00 KMTV News at 8

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

20:15 Decoy

New York City policewoman Casey Jones' assignment to fight crime often entails her going undercover in some of the seediest and most dangerous parts of the city.

20:45 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

21:15 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

22:15 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

22:45 One Step Beyond

Re-creating 'real' stories of the supernatural - from ghosts to dissapearances.

23:15 KMTV News at 23:15

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 Death in the Shadows

18-year old Valerie and her mother Trudy live together in rural Oostdijk, a quiet little village near Amsterdam. When Trudy comes home one night, she gets run over by a car. Dead.

02:00 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 Fashion Memoir

Goes behind the scenes to bring you the stories of fashion's major players. Brings you the inspirations, backgrounds and achievements of all the big names in fashion.

04:30 Walks Around Britain

Inspiration from the great outdoors.

05:00 Bookenders

Laura Lockington is joined by authors Sarah Rayner ('Another Night, Another Day') and Mark A Radcliffe ('Stranger Than Kindness').

05:30 Life With Elizabeth

The day to day events in the lives of a newly married couple. Each episode consists of three short, unrelated sketches in which characters often break the imaginary fourth wall.

Tue 04 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 KMFM Breakfast

The KMFM Breakfast Show with Garry and Laura.

10:00 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

10:30 The Lucy Show

The wacky misadventures of a forever scheming woman, her reluctant best friend, and her cantankerous boss.

11:00 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

11:15 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

11:30 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

12:00 Wackiest Wagon Train in the West

Four episodes of Dusty's Trail edited together into a movie: Tomahawk Territory"

13:45 KMTV Lunchtime News

Your lunchtime news made just for Kent.

14:00 The Hunchback Of Notre Dame

In 15th century France, a gypsy girl is framed for murder by the infatuated Chief Justice, and only the deformed bellringer of Notre Dame Cathedral can save her.

16:00 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

16:15 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

16:30 Stories of the Century

Railroad detective Matt Clark roams the west, tracking down outlaws and bandits who are preying on the railroad.

17:00 The Lone Ranger

The adventures of the masked hero and his Native American partner, Tonto.

17:30 Kent Tonight

Local News, Sport and Weather made just for Kent.

18:30 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

19:00 The Lucy Show

The wacky misadventures of a forever scheming woman, her reluctant best friend, and her cantankerous boss.

19:30 The Lawless Years

A police officer in the Roaring '20s, fights organized crime. The show was loosely bassed on the real life Rudisky who was a New York police officer during the period.

20:00 KMTV News at 8

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

20:15 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

20:45 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

21:15 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

22:15 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

22:30 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

22:45 Hero 2 Zero

Hero 2 Zero brings you the real life stories of people who have risen to the top in their chosen field, crashed and burned, or have just managed to make complete fools of themselves.

23:15 KMTV News at 23:15

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 Dead for a Dollar

A robbery gone awry due to the death of the bandit leader has three of the robbers trying to obtain the loot. Word gets out and others join the scramble for the cash.

01:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

02:00 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 The Lucy Show

The wacky misadventures of a forever scheming woman, her reluctant best friend, and her cantankerous boss.

04:30 The Mickey Rooney Show

The misadventures of an eager but somewhat bumbling young actor who gets a job as a page at a television studio in Hollywood while trying to break into show business.

05:00 Beverly Hillbillies

A hillbilly family moves to Beverly Hills and shakes up the privileged society.

05:30 Annie Oakley

Set in a western town, Diablo, Annie and her little brother Tagg, with the help of Deputy Sheriff Lofty Craig, made sure that outlaws who moseyed into town kept on going.

Wed 05 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 KMFM Breakfast

The KMFM Breakfast Show with Garry and Laura.

10:00 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

10:30 Food Stories

Exploring the inspiration, people, culture and history behind common dishes familiar to all nations and signature food styles of countries around the world.

11:00 Cook it!

Get cooking with Cook it!

11:30 Boost

Boost delivers stories and information within a 'get more out of life' context and contains all the essential ingredients for achieving that perfect healthy balance.

12:00 My Favourite Brunette

Shortly before his execution on the death row in San Quentin, amateur sleuth and baby photographer Ronnie Jackson, tells reporters how he got there.

13:45 KMTV Lunchtime News

Your lunchtime news made just for Kent.

14:00 The Animal Kingdom

Tom Collier has had a great relationship with Daisy, but when he decides to marry, it is not Daisy whom he asks, it is Cecelia.

15:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

16:00 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

16:30 The Mickey Rooney Show

The misadventures of an eager but somewhat bumbling young actor who gets a job as a page at a television studio in Hollywood while trying to break into show business.

17:00 Stories of the Century

Railroad detective Matt Clark roams the west, tracking down outlaws and bandits who are preying on the railroad.

17:30 Kent Tonight

Local News, Sport and Weather made just for Kent.

18:30 Chris and Co.

A look at the business world with Chris Price.

19:00 Sherlock Holmes

Original and adapted adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Featuring Ronald Howard as Holmes, and Howard Marion Crawford as Watson.

19:30 Dragnet

Sgt. Joe Friday and his partners methodically investigate crimes in Los Angeles.

20:00 KMTV News at 8

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

20:15 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

20:45 Rich & Famous

Rich & Famous profiles of the world's seriously wealthy, glamorous and influential personalities. From the entrepreneurial who have worked hard to get where they are, to those who were born wealthy.

21:15 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

22:15 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

22:45 Hero 2 Zero

Hero 2 Zero brings you the real life stories of people who have risen to the top in their chosen field, crashed and burned, or have just managed to make complete fools of themselves.

23:15 KMTV News at 23:15

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 Future Hunters

2025 A.D. A lone adventurer searches the post-nuclear wasteland for the most devastating, godless artifact in history. When he touches it, he is transported back in time to 1989 Los Angeles...

02:00 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

04:30 The Lucy Show

The wacky misadventures of a forever scheming woman, her reluctant best friend, and her cantankerous boss.

05:00 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

05:15 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

05:30 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

Thu 06 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 KMFM Breakfast

The KMFM Breakfast Show with Garry and Laura.

10:00 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

10:30 Petticoat Junction
11:00 Beverly Hillbillies

A hillbilly family moves to Beverly Hills and shakes up the privileged society.

11:30 Hawkeye & the Last of the Mohicans Nat Cutler, known as Hawkeye, and the last of the Mohican tribe, protects settlers from raids.
12:00 Eegah

Teenagers stumble across a prehistoric caveman, who goes on a rampage.

13:45 KMTV Lunchtime News

Your lunchtime news made just for Kent.

14:00 The General

When Union spies steal an engineer's beloved locomotive, he pursues it single-handedly and straight through enemy lines.

16:00 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

16:30 Petticoat Junction
17:00 Beverly Hillbillies

A hillbilly family moves to Beverly Hills and shakes up the privileged society.

17:30 Kent Tonight

Local News, Sport and Weather made just for Kent.

18:30 Wicking's World Guide to Rochester & Medway. Join Andy Wicking of RedDoor Homes on a tour of Rochester and Medway.
18:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

19:00 The Lucy Show

The wacky misadventures of a forever scheming woman, her reluctant best friend, and her cantankerous boss.

19:30 The Lawless Years

A police officer in the Roaring '20s, fights organized crime. The show was loosely bassed on the real life Rudisky who was a New York police officer during the period.

20:00 KMTV News at 8

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

20:15 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

20:45 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

21:00 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

21:15 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

22:15 Quest - Journey Into Space

Chronicling mankind's fascination with space, providing a timeline of major events and technological advancements.

22:45 Rich & Famous

Rich & Famous profiles of the world's seriously wealthy, glamorous and influential personalities. From the entrepreneurial who have worked hard to get where they are, to those who were born wealthy.

23:15 KMTV News at 23:15

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 The Steel Claw

A Marine stationed in the Philippines loses a hand in an accident and is discharged from the Corps. When the Japanese invade the Philippines, he is called back into service to rescue a ...

02:00 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

04:30 Food Stories

Exploring the inspiration, people, culture and history behind common dishes familiar to all nations and signature food styles of countries around the world.

05:00 Cook it!

Get cooking with Cook it!

05:30 Boost

Boost delivers stories and information within a 'get more out of life' context and contains all the essential ingredients for achieving that perfect healthy balance.

Fri 07 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 KMFM Breakfast

The KMFM Breakfast Show with Garry and Laura.

10:00 Fashion Memoir

Goes behind the scenes to bring you the stories of fashion's major players. Brings you the inspirations, backgrounds and achievements of all the big names in fashion.

10:30 Walks Around Britain

Inspiration from the great outdoors.

11:00 Bookenders

Laura Lockington is joined by authors Julia Crouch ('The Long Fall') and Julie Burchill ('Unchosen').

11:30 Life With Elizabeth

The day to day events in the lives of a newly married couple. Each episode consists of three short, unrelated sketches in which characters often break the imaginary fourth wall.

12:00 Lonely Wives

A lonely husband, whose wife has been away, hires a look-a-like impersonator to fill his place and fool his mother-in-law. His wife returns that night and confusion prevails.

13:45 KMTV Lunchtime News

Your lunchtime news made just for Kent.

14:00 The Lady Says No

A woman writes a best-selling book for women warning them about the dangers" of men. A handsome photographer for a national magazine arrives in her town to do a feature story on her."

15:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

16:00 Shotgun Slade
16:30 Hawkeye & the Last of the Mohicans Nat Cutler, known as Hawkeye, and the last of the Mohican tribe, protects settlers from raids.
17:00 Paul on Politics

A look at the political world with Paul Francis.

17:30 Kent Tonight

Local News, Sport and Weather made just for Kent.

18:00 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

18:30 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

19:00 In Conversation With: Terry Waite

Broadcaster and journalist Gavin Esler meets Terry Waite CBE. Watch as he relates his time as a hostage in Lebanon, his career and perspectives on life, faith and politics.

20:00 KMTV News at 8

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

20:15 Decoy

New York City policewoman Casey Jones' assignment to fight crime often entails her going undercover in some of the seediest and most dangerous parts of the city.

20:45 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

21:00 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

21:15 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

21:45 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

22:15 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

22:45 One Step Beyond

Re-creating 'real' stories of the supernatural - from ghosts to dissapearances.

23:15 KMTV News at 23:15

Your latest news, made just for Kent.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 The Astral Factor

A convicted strangler, studying the paranormal in his jail cell, learns to make himself invisible.

02:00 Kent Tonight Catch-Up

Another chance to catch up with the latest news made just for Kent.

02:30 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

04:30 Petticoat Junction

05:00 Beverly Hillbillies

A hillbilly family moves to Beverly Hills and shakes up the privileged society.

05:30 Hawkeye & the Last of the Mohicans Nat Cutler, known as Hawkeye, and the last of the Mohican tribe, protects settlers from raids.
Sat 08 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 Teenie Weenies

Bringing all your favourite traditional songs and nursery rhymes to life: with music, activity, reading and numeracy

06:30 Teenie Weenies

Bringing all your favourite traditional songs and nursery rhymes to life: with music, activity, reading and numeracy

07:00 Teenie Hoedown

The Teenies will be bringing country that will make for an enjoyable sing along for everyone.

07:30 Underwater World for Kids

Learn about the world under the sea. Join us as we visit coral reefs, shipwrecks and more.

08:00 The Big Planet

The Big Planet explores different people, interesting places, weird inventions and strange animals from around the world.

08:30 The Big Planet

The Big Planet explores different people, interesting places, weird inventions and strange animals from around the world.

09:00 Animal Anthology

Short stories form the animal kingdom, from the wildest beasts to the tamest kitty cats, and everything in between.

09:30 Animal Anthology

Short stories form the animal kingdom, from the wildest beasts to the tamest kitty cats, and everything in between.

10:00 Champion the Wonder Horse

The exploits of Champion, a wild stallion who befriends 12 year old Ricky North in 1880's South West America.

10:30 Walks Around Britain

Inspiration from the great outdoors.

11:00 Quest - Journey Into Space

Chronicling mankind's fascination with space, providing a timeline of major events and technological advancements.

11:30 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

12:00 The General

When Union spies steal an engineer's beloved locomotive, he pursues it single-handedly and straight through enemy lines.

14:00 Wackiest Wagon Train in the West

Four episodes of Dusty's Trail edited together into a movie: Tomahawk Territory"

15:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

16:00 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

16:30 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

17:00 Team Talk

The show where Sport in Kent always comes first place.

17:30 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

18:00 Bonanza

The American Western series set in the 1860s about the wealthy Cartwright family, who live in Nevada near Lake Tahoe. Starring Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts and Michael Landon.

19:00 Sherlock Holmes

Original and adapted adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Featuring Ronald Howard as Holmes, and Howard Marion Crawford as Watson.

19:30 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

19:45 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

20:00 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

20:30 The Lawless Years

A police officer in the Roaring '20s, fights organized crime. The show was loosely bassed on the real life Rudisky who was a New York police officer during the period.

21:00 The Hunchback Of Notre Dame

In 15th century France, a gypsy girl is framed for murder by the infatuated Chief Justice, and only the deformed bellringer of Notre Dame Cathedral can save her.

23:00 Dragnet

Sgt. Joe Friday and his partners methodically investigate crimes in Los Angeles.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 Future Hunters

2025 A.D. A lone adventurer searches the post-nuclear wasteland for the most devastating, godless artifact in history. When he touches it, he is transported back in time to 1989 Los Angeles...

02:00 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

02:30 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 Fashion Memoir

Goes behind the scenes to bring you the stories of fashion's major players. Brings you the inspirations, backgrounds and achievements of all the big names in fashion.

04:30 Walks Around Britain

Inspiration from the great outdoors.

05:00 Bookenders

Laura Lockington is joined by authors Julia Crouch ('The Long Fall') and Julie Burchill ('Unchosen').

05:30 Life With Elizabeth

The day to day events in the lives of a newly married couple. Each episode consists of three short, unrelated sketches in which characters often break the imaginary fourth wall.

Sun 09 Dec 18
Time

Programme

Synopsis

06:00 Teenie Weenies

Bringing all your favourite traditional songs and nursery rhymes to life: with music, activity, reading and numeracy

06:30 Teenie Weenies

Bringing all your favourite traditional songs and nursery rhymes to life: with music, activity, reading and numeracy

07:00 Teenie Hoedown

The Teenies will be bringing country that will make for an enjoyable sing along for everyone.

07:30 Underwater World for Kids

Learn about the world under the sea. Join us as we visit coral reefs, shipwrecks and more.

08:00 The Big Planet

The Big Planet explores different people, interesting places, weird inventions and strange animals from around the world.

08:30 The Big Planet

The Big Planet explores different people, interesting places, weird inventions and strange animals from around the world.

09:00 Animal Anthology

Short stories form the animal kingdom, from the wildest beasts to the tamest kitty cats, and everything in between.

09:30 Animal Anthology

Short stories form the animal kingdom, from the wildest beasts to the tamest kitty cats, and everything in between.

10:00 Fury

Fury the horse helps young boy Joey through scrapes and adventures at the Broken Wheel Ranch.

10:30 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

11:00 Walks Around Britain

Inspiration from the great outdoors.

11:30 Hawkeye & the Last of the Mohicans Nat Cutler, known as Hawkeye, and the last of the Mohican tribe, protects settlers from raids.
12:00 The Great Dan Patch

Story of the legendary trotting horse Dan Patch.

14:00 Lonely Wives

A lonely husband, whose wife has been away, hires a look-a-like impersonator to fill his place and fool his mother-in-law. His wife returns that night and confusion prevails.

15:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

16:00 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

16:30 Chris and Co.

Catch up with the business world with Chris.

17:00 My Little Margie

Margie get her father, Vern, into trouble especially with his boss Mr. Honeywell due to her crazy schemes. The plans often involve Charlie and Mrs. Odetts.

17:30 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

17:45 Bassed In Kent

Live music from Kent performers in this new show.

18:00 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

18:30 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

19:00 Beverly Hillbillies

A hillbilly family moves to Beverly Hills and shakes up the privileged society.

19:30 Rich & Famous

Rich & Famous profiles of the world's seriously wealthy, glamorous and influential personalities. From the entrepreneurial who have worked hard to get where they are, to those who were born wealthy.

20:00 Paul on Politics

Another chance for a look at the political world with Paul Francis.

20:30 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

21:00 The Lady Says No

A woman writes a best-selling book for women warning them about the dangers" of men. A handsome photographer for a national magazine arrives in her town to do a feature story on her."

22:45 Kent Says

People of Kent have their say on various questions.

23:00 Hero 2 Zero

Hero 2 Zero brings you the real life stories of people who have risen to the top in their chosen field, crashed and burned, or have just managed to make complete fools of themselves.

23:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

00:00 The Steel Claw

A Marine stationed in the Philippines loses a hand in an accident and is discharged from the Corps. When the Japanese invade the Philippines, he is called back into service to rescue a ...

02:00 This Week in Kent

A look back at the week of News and Sport from across Kent.

02:30 Made in Kent

The best food and drink in the county.

03:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

03:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:00 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

04:30 Digital Nation

A roundup of the best of local TV from across the country.

05:00 Bonanza

The American Western series set in the 1860s about the wealthy Cartwright family, who live in Nevada near Lake Tahoe. Starring Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts and Michael Landon.

